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Gent Xenex Conventional Fire Alarm System Now Available On 
discountfiresupplies.co.uk
Gent by Honeywell's Xenex conventional fire alarm system is the latest addition to 
the range of fire alarm systems available on the Discount Fire Supplies website. A 
large stock-holding is now in place and the system is available for immediate 
purchase.
Discountfiresupplies.co.uk is now stocking the Gent Xenex fire alarm panel in 2, 4 and 8 zone 
options. Along with the fire alarm panel, which notably has a standby time of up to 72 hours in the 
event of mains power failure, many Gent conventional fire alarm system components are also 
available.

Gent by Honeywell is a popular manufacturer within the fire detection equipment industry, with 
many years of fire safety innovation behind them. Acquired by Honeywell in 2005, their brand has 
gone from strength to strength under the wing of the energy, safety and security giant. 

Selected by Discount Fire Supplies for it's many benefits, including easy installation and cost-
efficiency, the Xenex conventional fire alarm system has been designed with smaller applications in 
mind, where up to 8 fire zones might be required. 

"Gent is one of the world leaders in fire detection who have an incredibly strong brand 
therefore it is essential that we include their product portfolio in our offering to help us 
become the quintessential fire safety supplier."

Customers selecting the Gent Xenex fire alarm system for their premises will not only benefit from 
reliable fire detection. In addition, they will also find ongoing maintenance of the system to be 
straightforward whereby the entire setup can be tested by just one operative.

Discount Fire Supplies spokesperson Tariq El-Hoss says of the new addition, "Gent is one of the 
world leaders in fire detection who have an incredibly strong brand therefore it is essential that we 
include their product portfolio in our offering to help us become the quintessential fire safety 
supplier."

Customers have a wide choice of detectors, manual call points and sounders from which to select 
their fire alarm system components. No less than three types of heat detector ( fixed temperature, 
rate of rise and high temperature) are available as well as four types of detector base which can be 
used with any of the fire detectors to give the fire alarm system greater flexibility. Detector base 
options include with/without diode and low profile models.

Furthermore, four types of call point can be used with the Gent Xenex system to allow manual fire 
detection and two types of sounder (each available in red or white) can be used to warn occupants 
of the fire emergency.

Discount Fire Supplies customers purchasing a Gent Xenex fire alarm system will receive expert 
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customer service, free delivery for orders over £100 and same day dispatch for orders placed 
before 2.30pm.

Customers buying any fire alarm system from discountfiresupplies.co.uk in December 2012 will 
also receive a free gift in the form of a set of batteries for their chosen fire alarm system and a 
Chekkit smoke spray to aid their fire alarm testing procedure.

About Discount Fire Supplies:

Discount Fire Supplies is an online retailer of fire alarms and safety accessories and aims to 
become the UK's premier fire alarm supplier. They have a large stock-holding and good 
relationships with all major manufacturers allowing them to be competitive on price and choice. 

All enquiries can be directed to Tariq El-Hoss on 01792 452 700 or info@discountfiresupplies.co.uk.
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